
MCD HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE 2019

Top 10 Holiday Gift 
Picks from the Museum 
of Craft and Design

From the handcrafted to  
intricately designed—find 
gifts for everyone on your list 
at the Museum of Craft and 
Design’s museum store

The Museum of Craft and Design 
(MCD) is the perfect place to get 
your design-driven holiday gifts and 
shop unique accessories, home 
goods, books, gifts and children’s 
toys. As the only museum in San 
Francisco devoted to craft and 
design, the MCD is committed to 
bringing the same quality and 
craftsmanship into our museum 
store as our galleries. Find a cre-
atively crafted gift for everyone  
on your holiday list this season  
including giving the gift of craft  
and design through an MCD 
Membership.

All purchases support MCD’s  
exhibition, programs and Mobile 
MakeArt, allowing us to further  
our vision to make creativity acces-
sible for all. Visitors can explore 
gifts online at shop.sfmcd.org or 
in-person at MCD in Dogpatch, 
San Francisco. Check out our top 
ten favorite holiday gifts ranging  
in price and style.

KIPIK Toothpick Holder 

$25 

You’ll squeal with delight when this 
hedgehog cutie shows up on your olive 
bowl. Designed by Erwan Péron for 
MoMA, it comes with 22 toothpicks and 
will rest on the table or perch on the  
edge of your bowl. 
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Wonder Women:  
A Go Fish Card Game 

$11.99

Based on Go Fish, this fun game will 
inspire girls (and boys) who already know 
that there’s more to life than just being  
a princess! Includes 44 illustrated cards 
of the most inspirational female artists, 
activists, scientists, athletes, and  
designers of all time. 

2

Mimosa Earrings by Sibilia 

$79

Sibilia was inspired by Surrealist art’s  
biomorphic forms, as well as Fauvism 
and Matisse’s unique use of color and 
shape. Hand painted on brass with  
surgical posts.

3

Wire Mesh Bowl 

$52

This eye-catching bowl is ideal for serving 
and storing fruit: the double-walled mesh 
design allows for air circulation, keeping 
your fruit fresh. Powder-coated steel. 
Hand wash only.

4

Bauhaus Ballet 

$24.99

Watch the dancers as they leap, spin,  
and kick their way through this beautiful 
pop-up book. Inspired by the eccentric 
and innovative Bauhaus Triadic Ballet, this 
gorgeous book explores colors, shapes, 
patterns, and movements in a visually 
stunning and enthralling way. This special 
pop-up book will appeal to all ages.

6

Dotted Sheer Socks 

$15

Creative, cool, and comfortable. A pair  
of sheer socks with a playful dot pattern 
that is destined to always be the best  
part of your outfit.

7

Here: The Personal Globe 

$15

Declare “I was here” as you mark your 
trail country-by-country around the world 
on this sturdy 3D geometric globe.
Includes 50 pins to track your travels. The 
perfect gift for globe trotting friends.

8

Raawi Jug 

$81

Drawing inspiration from still lifes by 
Danish modernist artist Vilhelm Lundstrøm 
this sculptural ceramic jug—handmade  
in Portugal using a slip-cast technique—
marries refined simplicity with everyday 
function, Designed by Nicholas Wiig 
Hansen, the jug reflects Hansen’s focus 
on shape being informed by function. 
This vase is ideal for medium-sized flower 
arrangements and holds up to 30 oz.

5

Jaunt Tote 

$245

This chic square-shaped shopper by  
Los Angeles makers Graf Lantz is incor-
porates merino wool and genuine 
vegetable tanned leather trim. Its sturdy 
frame features a magnetic snap closure, 
two interior pockets, is spacious enough 
to fit a 15” laptop and hold up to the  
hustle and busy of a busy life.

9

The Modern Artists  
Wooden Dolls

$40

These classic wooden peg dolls are 
handmade from start to finish of sustain-
able harvested trees and non-toxic water 
based paints. Each hand painted set is 
unique and safe for little hands. Set 
includes representations of Rothko, 
Kusama, O’Keefe and Pollock.
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